
Episode 40 – Shownotes 

Why Scholarship Doesn’t Mean Free 

 

What is the definition of Scholarship? 

• A scholarship is a grant or payment made to support a student's education, awarded on the 

basis of academic or other achievement. 

• A scholarship is anything to support a student’s education. 1 dollar, 100 dollars, 10 thousand 

dollars.  

You may hear people talking about athletes getting full scholarships in the US from Australia or New 

Zealand and by the sounds of it everyone is getting full rides to go and live, study and compete in the 

US. well If that’s the case everyone should be going. There shouldn’t even be university here, you 

can’t compete with that.   

People always tend to exaggerate and make things sound better than they are. It happens with all 

things, not just this.  

• We see it with athletic abilities which we have spoken about on other episodes. People tend 

to think they are better than what they actually are.  

• People want to feel good about themselves, that’s the way it is, so a lot of the time they 

tend to lie a little or make it out to be better than what it is.  

So, why do people have this idea that scholarship means Free? Where did that come from? Why do 

a lot of people believe that scholarship means free? 

First off, there is such a thing as a full scholarship. They are just very hard to come by. You need to 

be a high-performance athlete and student. There aren’t too many of them types of people, so there 

aren’t too many full scholarships…… 

• This view may come from movies and the media. People think that everyone is on full 

scholarships because of what they see in the movies. Usually these movies are about the 

American sports, Football, Basketball, Baseball. Within these ‘Head Count’ sports 

scholarships are structured very differently. When was the last movie about college soccer? 

Or College swimming.  

• But there are more scholarships for American footballers. So yes, a lot of them are on full 

scholarships. But that’s it. So, movies and the media have a bit of an influence.  

• Now relating back to Australia and university here, we have Hecs. People bring it up all the 

time here, “well why would I send my son or daughter to America or why would I go to 

America when I don’t have to pay for Uni here”. Hecs if like a full scholarship*** in a sense is 

what they are thinking.  

• Well no you definitely have to pay for Uni here. Hecs just means you pay it later down the 

line. People compare Hecs to full scholarships in the US. Im getting HECS here so if I’m going 

to America I need the same sort of deal or it needs to be cheaper.  

• So, the view of full scholarships can come from that as well.  

• Now this is changing nowadays, but scholarships in Australia were usually large scholarships 

or full tuition scholarships. They were reserved for the best students, high academic 

students. So, they were top students receiving large or full scholarships, so people view 

scholarships as full.  



• A full scholarship here though is more often then not just paying for school. You still have 

living expenses outside of that of probably around $15,000 a year. That’s based on estimates 

that we came up with. A very conservative amount by the way.  

• In the US a full scholarship usually means everything. Pay for housing, room and board, food, 

tuition and fees. And event then, its still not free. They won’t pay for flights, they don’t pay 

for a trip to Walmart to get food for your room etc.  

So here in Australia really the only place that offers full scholarships is the AIS. Where they do take 

care of food, housing, schooling and the cost to play and train in the sport at those facilities.  

Now to be in the AIS you need to be high performance, best athletes in the country.   

With soccer, that is now up to the clubs to develop athletes, its no longer an AIS sport. So, you may 

hear of athletes that are on scholarship at Melbourne City, or Melbourne victory, Sydney FC these 

kids are on scholarship but it’s only athletic, it has nothing to do with school. 

• Look really the only people on full scholarships here in Australia that is comparable to the US 

are those in the AIS. So really the best athletes in the country. This doesn’t really take in to 

account academic ability at all. 

• The only people on full scholarships at University here in Australia are the super talented 

academically. Even then it only covers tuition. Not living.  

• The US has a variety of different scholarships available for different types of students, and 

student athletes. Its not just the elite in both.  

• Here it’s a little different.  

• But in the US, scholarship doesn’t mean free and everyone understands that.  

• People are preparing for college/uni costs in the US at a very early age. Here its more of a 

worry about it when it happens. That’s an Australian way.  


